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ALIPAC GROUP Call For Safe Passage For Illegals
2/25/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
AMERICAN RESISTANCE PARTY – Daily Action Alert:
ALIPAC Group Renews Call for Safe Passage for Illegals to Leave the United States
Feb 22, 2107
Contact: Americans for Legal Immigration / WilliamG@alipac.us /(866) 703-0864
ALIPAC is renewing the call for the Executive Branch to designate at least one border checkpoint in the states of Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, and
California as a "safe departure" point for illegal immigrants wishing to leave the United States voluntarily. This plan could help decrease the chances
that Mexico will need to build refugee camps as the Associated Press reports may happen.
The national organization's distinctive idea first made headlines onJuly 28, 2010, when Fox News reported, "Anti-Illegal Immigration Group Calls for
'Safe Passage' of Illegals Out of U.S." (View)
"American citizens have a right to expect full deportation of all illegal immigrants because that is what our current laws call for. Full deportation is
required because each illegal immigrant on US soil stands in direct violation of our existing laws, Constitution, and national sovereignty,"
declared William Gheen, President of ALIPAC. "America learned in the 1950's under President Eisenhower, and from states like Georgia and Arizona,
which recently passed immigration enforcement laws, that many illegals will leave on their own accord if they expect our laws to be enforced. We call on
President Trump to create 'safe departure' border checkpoints that allow illegal immigrants to leave voluntarily without havi ng their assets seized to
compensate American taxpayers if they leave on their own. Americans want our immigration laws enforced before our citizens are victimized, not
afterward."
Donald Trump's Press Secretary Sean Spicer correctly stated yesterday, "Everybody who is here illegally is subject to removal at any time. That is
consistent with every country, not just ours. If you're in this country in an illegal manner, then obviously there's a provision that could ensure that you are
removed."
ALIPAC is calling on Donald Trump to honor his campaign promises by immediately rescinding Obama's illegal and unconstitution al amnesty orders
called DACA, and to make it clear that all illegal immigrants will be deported if necessary, not just the ones who have already victimized American
citizens through identity fraud, voter fraud, welfare fraud, drug trafficking, human trafficking, rape, assault, and murder.
American citizens have a right to expect all illegal immigrants to be removed before they cause further harm to American citizens, not afterward.
If Donald Trump establishes safe departure checkpoints, the American taxpayers can be saved large amounts of funds and jobs b y encouraging millions
of illegal immigrants to leave peacefully on their own accord.
For more information about ALIPAC's mission to use existing border and immigration laws to stop and reverse illegal immigration in America, please
visit www.ALIPAC.us
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